
Beginner PHP Tutorial

● PHP stands for “prehypertext processor” or “personal home page”... nobody knows anymore. 
Trademark owned by Zend, but open-source and released under the GPL.

● Currently at version 5.
○ Big differences from version 5 and 4.
○ 4 still commonly used.

● PHP code is contained within blocks: <?php and ?> denote the start and the end of the code.
○ <? and ?> is shorthand
○ There can be multiple <?php and ?> blocks in a file... anything in-between is assumed to be 

echoed
● Variables can be called anything but can't have special characters in their names (!, ?, @, etc.)
○ Variables start with a $, example: $myvar.
○ Don't have to declare variables before using them.
○ All variables unless you explicity declare them otherwise are the mixed type

■ Mixed can be anything
● Mixed introduces some interesting concepts
○ $myvar += number / $myvar -= number / $myvar *= number

■ Add/subtract/multiply number to myvar
○ $myvar .= anything

■ Append the right side to myvar
○ $myvar = $string1 . $string2 . $string3

■ Join string1, string2, and string3 and store in myvar
○ This can cause undefined actions

■ $myvar = true (boolean), $myvar += 8... $myvar = ??????
■ $myvar = “string” (string), $myvar += 2... $myvar = ?????
■ There is ONE defined action

● $myvar = “string” (string), $myvar *= 2... $myvar = “stringstring”
● Functions
○ Syntax: function fname($var1, $var2, ...) { ... }
○ Must declare functions before using them

● Classes
○ Concepts introduced in PHP5 – version 4 is not compatible with a lot of the following

■ Syntax: class classname { ... }
■ Define local class variables as var $varname
■ Define local functions as function fname () { ... } as above
■ Variables and functions can be private, public, protected but not any combination of the 

three
● Example: private function pfname() { ... }

■ Constructors are defined as public function __construct( ... ) { ... }
● Destructors are public function __destruct( ... ) { ... }
○ Called whenever the PHP virtual machine determines that the class instance is no 

longer being used (usually at the last access of this class' variables or functions)
■ Static variables, functions allowed
■ Creating instances of a class:

● $class = new classname();
● Calling instansiated functions and variables
○ $class->fname();



○ $class->var
■ Caling static functions and variables

● Classname::fname();
● Classname::var

● Everything must be defined before it's used
● Some basic (necessary) PHP functions that aren't even functions – more like directives
○ echo (anything)

■ Example: echo “hello world”;
■ Raw output of whatever you put

○ include “filename”
■ Includes filename into the PHP source...

● If filename doesn't have any PHP code in it (<?php and ?>) then the contents are 
echoed

● If filename has PHP code, it includes and executes the code
○ require “filename”

■ Like include, but program stops if it can't find filename
● Arrays
○ Arrays are totally mutable in PHP
○ Also, for ($single in $array) { ... } creates an iterator over $array, the current iteration is 

stored in $single
● Multiple PHP code blocks in a single file...
○ Means you can do crazy stuff like this: <?php if ($var) { ?> var is true <? } ?>
○ Useful for constructing large web pages

● Databases
○ PHP works really well with MySQL, but too much to describe here
○ All the MySQL functions start with mysql_...

● Function reference at www.php.net (top-right corner is the search box)
● Online tutorials!  Search Google

http://www.php.net/

